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THE GURU
Next to God is the place of the Guru in Sikhism. The Guru
is essential to get Light of Knowledge. The fourth Nanak says :
Without the Guru, it is pitch dark and nothing can be
perceived.

r[o fpB[ x'o nzXko[ r[o{ fpB[ ;wM B nkt? ..
Without the Guru, one is conscious not (of God), nor is
perfected nor emancipated.

r[o fpB[ ;[ofs B f;; r[o{ fpB[ w[efs B gkt? ..
The first Satguru in Asa di Var says :
Even if hundreds of moons and thousands of suns shine,
there is utter darkness without the Guru.

i/ ;T[ uzdk T[rtfj ;{oi uVfj jiko ..
J/s/ ukBD j'fdnk r[o fpB[ x'o nzXko ..
Again he says :
Without the true Guru no one has attained to God and no
one will do so.

fpB[ ;fsr[o feB? B gkfJU fpB[ ;fsr[o feB? B gkfJnk ..
He resides in the Satguru and reveals Himself through
him.

;fsr[o ftfu nkg[ ofyUB[ efo gorN[ nkfy ;[DkfJnk ..
On meeting the Satguru one always gets emancipated
because the Guru detaches one of all attachments.

;fsr[o fwfbn? ;dk w[es[ j? fifB ftuj[ w'j[ u[ekfJnk .. (tko nk;k wL 1)
The fifth Guru has described in detail :
Let no one be misled by illusions in the world.

ws e' Gofw G[b? ;z;kfo ..
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Without the Guru no one has got across.

r[ofpB[ e'fJ B T[sof; gkfo ..1..ojkT[..
The Guru shows the way to the strayer,

G{b/ eT[ r[fo wkofr gkfJnk ..
who forsakes all others and gets attached to One God.

nto fsnkfr jfo Grsh bkfJnk ..
Fear of births and deaths is obliterated.

iBw woB eh sqk; fwNkJh ..
Boundless is the glory of the Perfect Guru.

r[o g{o/ eh p/nzs tvkJh ..
By the Guru’s Grace the inverted lotus (heart) blossoms,

r[o gq;kfd T{oX ewb fprk; ..
In the utter darkness Light is shown.

nzXeko wfj GfJnk gqrk; ..
The Creator is known through the Guru.

fifB ehnk ;' r[o s/ ikfBnk ..
By the Guru’s Grace the ignorant mind has come to
believe.

r[o feogk s/ w[rX wB[ wkfBnk ..
The Guru is the Creator and Cause of causes.

r[o[ eosk r[o[ eoD? i'r[ ..
The Guru-God is and will also be.

r[o[ gow/;o[ j? Gh j'r[ ..
Nanak says, that is what God has revealed.

ej[ BkBe gqfG fJj? iBkJh ..
That without the Guru no one is emancipated.

fpB[ r[o w[efs B gkJhn? GkJh .. (r"_v wL 5)
The Guru, therefore, reveals the Word, the Shabd. He is the
connecting link, being in ‘spirit’ one with the ‘Creator’ at one end,
and at the other, dealing with us as one of us. In dark ignorance,
the Guru rends the veil of maya, gives the Light and shows the
way. It is by the Grace of the Guru that, the egg of superstition
breaks, and the mind is illumined :

c{N' nKvk Gow ek wBfj GfJU gork;[ ..
The Guru cuts the fetters off the feet and frees the captive.

ekfN p/oh grj s/, r[fo ehBh pzfd ybk;[ ..
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Satguru has not claimed any monopoly in receiving the
Shabd, the Hukam, and knowing the Divine Will. The Shabd has
always been revealed as Satguru himself says :
It is the Guru’s Shabd which emancipated innumerable
men of silence and Brahma and Indra and the like.

r[o e? ;pfd so/ w[fB e/s/ fJzdqkfde pqjwkfd so/ ..
And Sanak and Sanandan and myriads of ascetics have
received deliverance by the Guru’s Grace.

;Be ;BzdB sg;h iB e/s/ r[o go;kdh gkfo go/ ..
The Light and Knowledge, in Shabd, have always been
revealed to the world. The Aryan schools called the one who
brought the message an avtar; while the Semitic schools called the
revealer a prophet. But there is a difference between the concept
of an avtar, a prophet and the Guru.
Avtar means incarnation. In Sikhism the principle of
incarnation is straightaway ruled out, as God is eternal and does
not take birth (ni{Bh). The fifth Satguru has very definitely and
clearly stated in Rag Bhairon :
Man, lost in ignorance, produces false arguments.

Gofw G{b/ Bo eos euokfJD ..
God is above birth and death.

iBw woD s/ ojs BkokfJD ..
You stealthily offer sweets.

efo gziho[ ytkfJU u'o ..
God neither takes birth nor dies, O ! materialist animal
understand it.

T[j[ iBfw B wo? o/ ;kes Y'o ..
It is the greatest mistake to try to lure your God to sleep.

;rb gokX d/fj b'o'Bh ..
Burnt be that mouth that says God is cast into the womb.

;' w[y[ ibT[ fis[ ejfj mke[o[ i'Bh ..
He is neither born nor dies, nor comes or goes.

iBfw B wo? B nkt? B ikfJ ..
Nanak’s God is omnipresent and pervades all over.

BkBe ek gqG[ ofjU ;wkfJ ..
In Rag Ramkali, this is further explained :
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Vedas do not know Thy Greatness.

wfjwk B ikBfj p/d ..
Nor does Brahma know Thy Mystery.

pqjw/ Bjh ikBfj G/d ..
No incarnation knew Thy End.

ntsko B ikBfj nzs[ ..
The infinite transcendent God is incomprehensible.

gow/;o[ gkopqjw p/nzs[ ..1..
He knows His state Himself.

ngBh rfs nkfg ikB? ..
Others state only hearsay.

;[fD ;[fD nto tykB? ..1..ojkT[..
Shiva too did not know the mystery.

;zeok Bjh ikBfj G/t ..
The gods were tired of the search.

y'is jko/ d/t ..
The goddesses also know not the secret.

d/thnk Bjh ikB? wow ..
The unfathomable Supreme Being is above all.

;G T{gfo nby gkopqjw ..2..
The Creator plays as He wills.

ngB? ozfr eosk e/b ..
He Himself unites and Himself separates.

nkfg fpS'o? nkg/ w/b ..
Some go astray while some are dedicated to Him.

fJfe Gow/ fJfe Grsh bkJ/ ..
He Himself makes known what He does.

ngDk ehnk nkfg iDkJ/ ..3..
Listen to the truthful evidence of men of God;

;zsB eh ;[fD ;kuh ;kyh ..
They state what they observe themselves.

;' p'bfj i' g/yfj nkyh ..
Nanak’s God is not affected by virtue or sin,

Bjh b/g[ fs;[ g[zfB B gkfg ..
He is Self-existent and Himself All in All.

BkBe ek gqG[ nkg/ nkfg ..4..25..36.. (okwebh wL 5)
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Amongst the avtars are included even fish, tortoise, pig. To
put the Satguru in that line would be an insult to Him. When any
incarnation of the Supreme Being is rejected out of hand, it will be
still a greater insult and travesty of truth to consider the Satguru as
an incarnation of somebody else. This point has been unequivocally
made clear by the Satguru himself, when in Var Majh, the first
Satguru states that he is just a minstrel who has been entrusted
with the mission of revealing the Shabd and spreading Knowledge
(Gian) :
I, a jobless bard, have been put to service.

jT[ YkYh t/eko[ eko? bkfJnk ..
Be it night or day, the Order is issued, to sing praises.

okfs fdj? e? tko X[oj[ c[owkfJnk ..
I, the bard, have been called to the Master’s Presence.

YkYh ;u? wfjb y;fw p[bkfJnk ..
I praise the True One and the robe of honour is bestowed
on me.

;uh f;cfs ;kbkj egVk gkfJnk ..
The bard then sings and spreads the Shabd, the Word.

YkYh eo/ g;kT[ ;pd[ tikfJnk .. (tko wkM wL 1)
The fourth Guru also says in Var Sri Rag :
I am the bard of the Supreme Master come to call at His
door.

jT[ YkYh jfo gqG y;w ek jfo e? dfo nkfJnk ..
We find that this idea of incarnation is repeatedly rejected
in Gurbani. Guru Nanak Dev in Maru Solhey says :
Brahma Vishnu and Mahesh are standing to attention at
the service of the Incomprehensible and Limitless God.

pqjwk fp;B[ wj/;[ d[nko? .. T{G/ ;/tfj nby ngko? ..
There are innumerable others too who are seen bewailing
and crying at the Divine Door.

j'o e/sh dfo dh;? fpbbkdh w? rDs B nkt? ekJh j/ ..
This point of the Guru being an incarnation of the Supreme
Being is strongly and finally rejected by the tenth Guru in Bachittar
Natak :
Those who call me God, will all be thrown into hell.
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i' jwe' gow/;o T[ufo j? . s/ ;G Boe e[zv wfj gfo j? .
Know me as His servant. There should be no doubt in
that.

w' e' dk; stB ek ikBT[ . :k w? G/d B ozu gSkBT[ .
I am the Supreme Being’s servant come to watch the
play in this world.

w? j"_ gow g[oy e' dk;k . d/yB nkfJU irs swk;k .
Prophet means messenger, who brings and conveys the
message, and who spreads and propagates Divine Knowledge.
The Guru can, therefore, to some extent, be called messenger.
The word ‘Guru’ had not been used in this sense before Guru Nanak,
as it is understood in Sikhism. The institution of the Guru amongst
the Sikhs is very special and peculiar. The Guru not only delivered
the message, laid down postulates and showed the way, but took
the Sikh (disciple) by the hand and saw that he tread it with full
responsibility, fitness, and self-confidence. That is why we find
every Sikh, every Khalsa, fighting and functioning as an institution
in himself. To complete this mission, the Guru took ten generations.
The peculiar speciality in Sikhism lies in the continuity of the Guru
in ten human forms and afterwards the continuity finally laid down
in the Guru’s omnipresence and dynamic existence amongst the
Sikhs as the guiding and driving force and spirit in Gurbani, the
Shabd. As has been said before :
Bani is the Guru and the Guru is Bani.

pkDh r[o{ r[o{ j? pkDh
The Shabd has also been revealed and broadcast from time
to time. But the transmitter ceased to function with the end of the
human life of the messenger. The Guru’s transmitter is always
broadcasting the Shabd; one has only to tune in his mind to the
particular wavelength to receive guidance and light. This any one
can do who has a will and devotion, irrespective of any caste, creed,
or colour. It is open to all and no one is precluded. In Rag Maru,
the fifth Nanak says :
Nanak, the Guru, hath instructed all in this Divine
wisdom, whosoever heareth, finds emancipation.

r[o[ BkBe[ T[gd/;[ ejs[ j? i' ;[B? ;' gkfo gokBE ..
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The tenth Guru in Akal Ustat, says :
I speak verily, hear me all ye people,
those who love God have obtained Him.

;ku ejT[_ ;[D b/j[ ;Gfj fiB g/qw ehU fsB jh gqG gkfJU .
In Var Ramkali, it is said about the continuity of the Guru :
The Light was the same, the way the same, only the body
changed.

i'fs Ujk i[rfs ;kfJ ;fj ekfJnk c/fo gbNhn? ..
The tenth Guru discontinued the Guruship in any human
form after him. The spirit (i'fs) remained conserved in Gurbani,
the Shabd, and under its presiding guidance, the Guruship was
transferred to the Khalsa in 1699. So the spirit (i'fs) remained in
Gurbani, and its implementation (i[rfs) was entrusted to the Khalsa.
The third part, the body (ekfJnk), reached culmination with the tenth
Guru. Whether the body is of bones, flesh, blood, muscles, and
the sinews, or of stone or metal, or canvas and colour, or paper and
ink, it is all perishable. Being composed of matter it keeps changing
form. The Guru is immortal and omnipresent, timeless and
formless. He is :
The Guru is the Bestower. He is cool and calm as ice.
He lights the three worlds;

r[o[ dksk r[o[ fjt? xo[ r[o[ dhge[ fsj b'fJ ..
He is ever existing treasure. By bringing our mind to
belief and faith in him, we get eternal bliss.

nwo gdkoE[ BkBek wfB wkfBn? ;[y[ j'fJ .. (tko wkM, wL 1)
While revealing the knowledge, the Shabd, the Satguru, to
explain his teachings, did not create any mythology and did not
take cover behind any miracles or show of supernatural powers.
Repudiating mythology and symbols of mythology (as also
symbolic ritualism), the Guru presented ‘Word’ (Shabd) as symbol.
Words are symbols only because they convey a condition of
knowledge and information. Words are symbols of their
meaningfulness. Thus, Words become paramount carriers of
knowledge (Shabd and Gyan). Realisation comes through
knowledge of the Shabd. Thus, Shabd is the Guru. It is, therefore,
the purest of symbols. It cannot be bogged down by mundane
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associations and misleading mythological symbolism. Shabd,
therefore, becomes the purest vehicle of the noblest experiences.
To put it in modern terminology, the Guru used the ‘myth of the
language’ which is the most potent, rich and effective form of
communication.
The Shabd revealed and broadcast by the Satguru, was
recorded in his own presence in the Holy Granth. Without meaning
any disrespect to any one, the fact is that the Sikh Scripture, the
Holy Guru Granth, is the only Scripture in the World which is
written, prepared, and sealed by the Founder who directly received
the Word. We know that the Scripture of the Buddhists was written
400 years after the death of the Founder, Gautam Buddha. No
Gospel was composed by or in the lifetime of Jesus Christ.
Similarly, the Quran was not written by Prophet Mohammed. It
was compiled after his death. The Bhagwad Gita was not written
or composed by Krishna. The names of the authors who composed
the Vedas or when they were composed are not even known.
The Holy Granth is unique and unparalleled in another
respect too. We find in the Holy Guru Granth, besides the bani of
the Nanaks, the Gurus, the compositions of many other men-ofGod, Bhagats or Bhatts, etc., who belonged to different castes and
regions, schools of thought, ways of life and religions, but who
had understood the Word of the Master. Their bani was given equal
status and position to that of the Gurus. It is before them all that
we pay our obeisance. The Sikh Scripture thus attains an unequalled
greatness and stature. This makes Sikhism unparalleled in
cosmopolitanism, catholicism, and tolerance. It will not be wrong
to say that no other Scripture in the world can claim this unique
and universal position. For instance, we find in the Sikh Scripture
the following words :
For dogs devoid of prayer; is not the right way of life.

p/ fBtkik e[fsnk J/j B Gbh ohfs ..
Never to visit the Mosque for five daily prayers.

epjh ufb B nkfJnk gzi/ tys w;hfs ..
After the tenth Guru, the position is that under the Supreme
Authority, Light and Guidance of Gurbani, the Guruship stands
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entrusted to the Khalsa. This transfer was complete and absolute
in 1699 when the Satguru himself asked for and received amrit
from the five Beloved Ones. He thus became himself the disciple
and himself the Guru. (nkg/ r[o u/bk)
Some writers have said that the transfer of Guruship to Guru
Granth Sahib happened at Nanded on the banks of the Godavari.
Some others have said that this was done at Chamkaur. This does
not seem to be a correct reading of facts. While leaving Chamkaur,
the Satguru put in charge of the place a Sikh who very much
resembled the Satguru. There was no question of any Guruship
being transferred. What happened at Nanded was that when the
tenth Guru prepared to leave this world, the Sikhs asked him whom
they were to look up to for guidance and light. To this, he replied
that they have the Shabd, compiled and conserved in the Holy
Granth Sahib. Since then the Holy Granth began to be called Guru
Granth Sahib. But the handing over and transfer of Guruship
(r[fonkJh) was definitely complete and final at Anandpur as has been
explained before.
At Nanded, a copy of the final edition of the Holy Granth
called Damdami Bir was specified from which to take Guidance
and Light. Since then the final Damama edition came to be known
as Guru Granth Sahib.
This, however, does not mean that the Sikhs were asked to
become ‘book worshippers.’
The injunctions in Gurbani on this point are very clear :
Blessed, Blessed, is the true Guru, the Formless Being,
Infinite is whose End.

tkj[ tkj[ ;fsr[o[ fBozeko[ j? fi;[ nzs[ B gkoktko[ ..”
The image of the Guru in Rag Gaund is described by the
fifth Nanak as such :
Meditate on the image of the Guru by submitting your
mind to the Guru’s Shabd.

r[o eh w{ofs wB wfj fXnkB .. r[o e? ;pfd wzs[q wB[ wkB ..”
Bhai Gurdas has made it clear thus :
The image of the Guru is the Guru’s Shabd.

r[o w{ofs r[o ;pd j? .”
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When some devoted followers of the sixth Satguru brought
the royal painter artist from Delhi and asked for Satguru’s
permission for having his picture painted, the request was politely
but firmly refused in the above words of Bhai Gurdas. Basically
the Sikhs are spirit-born people. The very idea of a physical form
is materialistic. The respect and obeisance we pay to Guru Granth
Sahib is because Gurshabd is conserved in it, and it is not because
we are book worshippers. That will amount to idol worship which
is basically opposed to Sikhism. The compilation of the Holy
Granth became necessary because as early as during the period of
the second and third Satgurus, Gurbani available freely to the Sikhs,
began to be tampered with, adulterated and corrupted. Since this
compilation by the fifth Guru, the purity and originality of Gurbani
has been very strictly observed and protected. There is no
‘Institutionalisation’ of religion in Sikhism and there is no ‘Church’
as such. No body, not even the Panj Pyaras or for that matter any
form of ‘Gurmatta’, the highest authority to legislate, can touch
the tenets laid down in Gurbani in Guru Granth Sahib. The rule
has always been most strictly enforced. Baba Ram Rai, son of the
7th Nanak, Guru Har Rai, on account of his learning and talents,
was sent to the court of Aurangzeb at Delhi to explain some matters.
There, obviously under the influence of the Emperor and to find an
easy way out, he changed only one word of the Gurbani from
‘Musalman’ to ‘Beiman’. When the Satguru came to know of it,
he at once disowned Baba Ram Rai and ordered him not to show
his face to the Satguru again. The Khalsa, too, is entrusted with
only the interpretation of the spirit and guidance in the bani.
History tells us that after delegating of the Guruship to the
Khalsa, under the supreme guidance of Gurbani, in 1699 the tenth
Satguru brought into actual practice the spirit of democracy thus
introduced. He subordinated even his considered opinion to the
wishes and decisions of the Khalsa. Two illustrative instances from
Sikh history can be quoted in this respect — evacuation of Anandpur
Sahib and leaving Chamkaur Sahib.
When the Sikhs were beseiged in the Fort at Anandpur by
the Mughal Army and the forces of the Hindu Hill Rajas, the Sikhs
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started feeling the impact. Some of them even lost heart and began
to beseech and pursuade the Guru to agree to the proposals of the
beseiging hordes to evacuate Anandpur Sahib. The Satguru advised
them not to be ensnared by and believe in the oaths of the enemy
and told them to be brave and hold on for a few days more and
everything will be alright. No wonder he had in his mind his valiant
followers from the Malwa tract in the Cis-Sutlej area, who had
been deliberately kept out of Anandpur and not invited even to the
great Vaisakhi occasion of 1699. But the tightening seige had
affected the encircled Sikhs, some of whom began to lose patience
and increased their pressure on the Satguru by persuading the ladies
of the Satguru’s household to advise the Guru to leave Anandpur.
The Satguru explained to the Sikhs the dangers and consequences
of such a wrong step. But when the Sikhs still persisted, he
demanded in writing from them their decision to leave and allowed
them to go. When those who were left behind too insisted, Satguru
gave in and agreed to evacuate the Fort against his own considered
judgement. What terrible atrocities fell on the entourage of the
Guru are too well known to need recounting here. But the Satguru
never complained that a wrong step was taken.
In the same way, when they were beseiged in the fortress at
Chamkaur, the tenth Master wanted to fight to the end against the
enemy. But the Sikhs with him decided and commanded him to
leave the scene of battle because they realised that if he survived,
the Sikhs will survive too. The Satguru submitted to the wishes of
the Khalsa and with a couple of companions, left the fortress at
night and with the help of his devoted Muslim friends got to safety
and again organised the Sikh forces.
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